INTRODUCTION

Landscape is created by expanded number of elements that join and influence each other. Changing one element affects the change of the other both in size and their mutual location. Recognition of these changes’ directions as well as their dynamics is an element which reasonably supports space management [Drzewiecki 2008]. A term of land usage and coverage is often used in landscape surveys [Krajewski 2010]. It is crucial to distinguish between them. The land coverage is in a way of statistical value whereas the usage – a category of functional character which is connected with using the given area by a man (e.g. a land coverage – an arable land, a land usage – an area used agriculturally) [Kistowski 2003].

Significance of a clear line between these two terms is also confirmed by their distinction in the Ordinance of the Minister of Internal Affairs and Administration of 17 November 2011 on database of topographic objects and database of general geographic objects and also typical cartographic elaborations where issues of land coverage were addressed. Unit 5 §12.1. of the attachment to the Ordinance says that representations of objects’ every category are coherent land fragments that are uniform areas in regard to physiognomy. Land coverage complexes are defined as the most important situational surface elements of the area. Their distinction is performed on the basis of their appearance. On the contrary, usage complexes contain information about land exploitation. The Ordinance mentioned above states that the objects
which belong to the land coverage category stay to each other in relation to the neighbourhood and cover all elaborated land in a permanent way.

There are many definitions of landscape [Pietrzak 2010, Pietrzak 2015], however, according to Kozak et al. [2014], its sense amounts to two main aspects: landscape treated as a harmonious whole that takes varied natural and anthropogenic elements into account [European Landscape Convention 2006] and landscape that composes comprehensive and diverse way of cooperation of environmental components which interact with each other. Landscape’s term joins significantly with the aspect of landscape’s coverage that is a key variable by means of which it is described [Kozak et al. 2014].

Anthropogenic transformations of landscape are construed as intensity of human impact on the environment – the influence strength of anthropogenic environment system on natural environment system. Complex dependencies exist between the mentioned systems that shape spatial structure of a given area, as a result of which mosaic of landscape units associations come into being that reflects mutual relations between them and determines the degree of landscape transformation (on the basis of its natural character) [Degórski 2009]. At present, spatial processes occur much quicker. It can also be observed that there are two strengthening tendencies with much extreme character. Development of urbanization, technology and transport influences increase of usage intensity and the way of land management. On the other hand, however, specific marginalization of land fragments can be observed as demonstrated by the occurrence of wasteland grounds without any function. Both processes lead to significant changes in landscape’s structure causing disappearance of its traditional forms. Elements that did not exist so far and are changing its past character start to appear in their place [Jaworek 2012]. Trials of evaluating influence of human impact on natural environment join significantly with determining the rate of landscape transformation under the influence of anthropopression. Surveys in that range are carried out for a long time and concern many elements, such as evaluation of flora anthropization rate, naturalness level of landscape physiognomy or landscape dynamics [Degórski 2009].

The starting point for analyses was Krajewski’s theorem [2011] which says that there are two elements – land shape and coverage – that affect landscape perception the most. The first factor was not subject to significant transformations on the tested area so it was not taken into consideration. As Kozak et al. [2014] say, a considerable number of surveys on landscape amount to the analysis of land coverage as the only variable [Jobin et al. 2003, Hladnik 2005]. Such attempts are mainly used in case of quantification of landscape spatial structure (horizontal one) in static terms. According to Solon’s opinion [2002], spatial aspect that examines relations of arrangement of the analysed elements, liaison aspect that considers elements’ mutual neighbourhood, form aspect which concerns elements’ outside shape as well as generic-quantitative aspect that indicates quantitative share of every element in the whole system are taken into consideration in such a case. The performed surveys considered Małopolska anthropogenisation rate which was determined by means of data from the public Database of Topographic Objects in nominal scale 1:10000 (in short: BDOT10k) established by state administration organs which concern land coverage. Collected results were confronted with spatial range of ecological corridors located in Małopolska.

THE AREA OF SURVEYS

The surveys were performed in the territory of Małopolska province which covers the area of 15,108 km² and consists of 21 districts [Yearbook] (Fig. 1).

In 2014, this area was inhabited by 3,368,000 people which was 8.8% of the country’s population (state for 31.12.2015) [Yearbook]. Within the decade (2001–2010), the number of inhabitants increased by 2.5%, mainly in Wieliczka, Tarnow and Krakow districts, which was influenced by favourable dynamics of demographic phenomena such as positive migration balance and positive birth rate which according to the Yearbook from 2015 fluctuated at around 1.4 per 1000 people. As Development Strategy of Małopolska Province [2011] says, 44,000 people came to Małopolska in 2009 (twice as many as in the previous year) and, in accordance with the Yearbook, balance of migrations inside and abroad for permanent residence per 1,000 people in 2015 was 0.9 (the height of a factor for Poland – 0.4). Małopolska is characterised with high density of population (on average 222 persons/km² with higher density in
Performing the analysis of region’s investment attraction, it should be stated that Małopolska is described as an attractive place for locating investments. As the ranking of Research over Market Economy Institute (in Polish: Instytut Badań na Gospodarkę Rynkową) says, the year 2010 was the time of growth of Małopolska position from the fifth to the fourth place among regions that are attractive for investments [Strategy 2011].

Taking the above development conditions and high residential attractiveness of Małopolska into consideration, it can be stated that this area is exposed to high anthropopression at natural ecosystems. As Environment Protection Strategic Programme [2014] quotes, Małopolska province is subject to anthropopression growth in forest and meadow ecosystems. It can cause irreversible changes in ecological ecosystems and that is why testing anthropopression strength and determining areas exposed to it makes a significant challenge.

Anthropopression that occurs in the province reflects in the values of areas occupied by built-up and urbanized lands and, above all, their gradual increase (Table 1). Housing and transport lands take the biggest areas of all categories. Over 10 years (2005–2015), total built-up and urbanized area increased by 1,548 ha. The biggest area growth is visible in case of the areas intended for housing (doubled value) which confirms residential attractiveness of the region.

Comparison of statistical data that come from Central Statistical Office (in Polish short: GUS) with the data collected within the performed analyses is impossible. In statistical elaboration, there is a lack of data concerning land coverage, only its usage is distinguished. Kistowski [2003] and Krajewki [2010] (among others) and the Ordinance of the Minister of Internal Affairs and Administration of 17 November 2011 itself pay attention that the same treatment of coverage and usage categories is incorrect. The second factor which arguments for inability to check a correlation between GUS data and the results of the present research is the fact that GUS data are record data that are in many cases out of date.
MATERIAL AND METHODS

Assignation of the area of objects which are components of particular classes of land coverage was determined in a supplement to the Ordinance of the Minister of Internal Affairs and Administration of 17 November 2011 according to which:

- the smallest assigned area should not be less than 1,000 m² (without considering special situations and in case of fragments of objects placed on the border of elaboration),
- minimal width of assigned area should be bigger than 125 m (except for special cases that concern transport areas and surface waters).

The Ordinance allows to assign areas smaller than indicated above. It takes place in a situation when the given area is a significant factor in terms of area illustration correctness. When the criterion of significance and one of minimal areas are not fulfilled the given fragment of coverage is included in an adjacent area. Assignation standards of areas with particular kinds of coverage were also used in CORINE Land Cover project.

The analyses within surveys concerning Małopolska rate of anthropogenisation were performed on the basis of areas classification and valorization proposed by professor Ivan Bičik et al. [2015]. In order to adapt this method to be used in Poland, its modification and adaptation to the state classification of topographical objects BDOT10k was performed (Table 2). The work consisted in calculating the factor of anthropogenic influence and graphic presentation of results.
Anthropogenic influence (by Bičík et al. 2015):

\[ \text{CAI} = \frac{AL+BA+RA}{PG+FA+WA} \]  

(1)

where: \( \text{CAI} \) – coefficient of anthropogenic influence  
\( L \) – arable land [%]  
\( BA \) – built-up areas [%]  
\( RA \) – remaining areas [%]  
\( PG \) – permanent grassland, pastures [%]  
\( FA \) – forest areas [%]  
\( WA \) – water areas [%]

The coefficient of anthropogenic influence consists of 6 main kinds of coverage and it is a ratio of the sum of percentile areas of lands characterised by considerable human impact (arable land, built-up areas, remaining areas) in relation to the sum of percentile areas of lands not burdened with anthropogenic pressure (permanent grassland, forest areas, water areas). Every main coverage category that was used is composed of matched with it particular kinds of coverage from BDOT10k classification, both at II and III level of accuracy which is the first stage of modification by Bičík’s method.

Received results were confronted with spatial range that occurs in ecological corridors in Małopolska. The data was acquired within Geoservice led by the General Directorate for Environmental Protection by means of one of services
created according to open standards of Open Geospatial Consortium (in accordance with the Directive 2007/2/WE of European Parliament of 14 March 2007 about infrastructure of spatial information in European Community and also notations of the Act of 4 March 2010 about infrastructure of spatial information) – the service of WFS downloading.

Analysing values’ domains taken by CAI function, it was stated that the result value is mainly dependent on two coefficients: the sum of areas of anthropogenic lands \( AN = (AL + BA + RA) \) and natural ones \( NA = (PG + FA + WA) \). Mutual dependencies are almost symmetrical only in a narrow range of surface balance of constituted sums in the field of basic estimation (in Polish short: PPO). When in PPO all area classes add up to the whole then their quotient creates the function \( y=1/x \) (hyperbola) because in the finished value of total area PPO loss of area’s part AN causes an increase of NA area and vice versa. So, it is for extreme case where values AN or NA move towards 0. In the first case, CAI value comes to 0 in a nonlinear way, whereas in the second one, it goes to infinity but it causes dividing by zero for \( AN = PPO \) and \( NA = 0 \). Also proportion of NA and AN values allocates in a nonlinear way far from the CAI force axis of symmetry. If the force of AN proportion is equal, for example to 50, it means that \( NA = 1/50 \). CAI distribution depending on extreme values of AN and NA was presented in picture 2. A short-term solution of the case \( AN = PPO \) as well as \( NA = 0 \) is to add 1 to the denominator in the formula for CAI but when PPO equal to 250,000 m\(^2\) is used, it implements constant error of 0.004 per mil. Considering that used technology of data obtaining guarantees standard error in the range of 1%, such inaccuracy can be neglected. It is the next modification of the algorithm of Bičik et al. (2015) that adapts the results’ domain to the linear scale.

For values of natural areas NA anthropogenic ones AN, in case of regular completion of PPO area, CAI coefficient takes values close to 1, values bigger than 1 (in the range from 1 ~ infinity) mean anthropogenized areas, whereas values smaller than 1 (in the range 1 ~ 0) describe natural areas. Non-linearity (hyperbolicity of functions) is a flaw of CAI calculated in such a way. Modification of Bičik’s method (2015) and calculating of AN percentile share in PPO causes that linear distribution of functions is obtained without losing the idea of CAI parameter. Moreover, the states that were not determined in AN values that come to 0 and to PPO do not occur and the domain of possible CAI values is comprised between 0 and 1.

A field of basic evaluation is the area with the side of 500 x 500 m in square shape. The test area should be chosen properly to the character of the tested land. It is accepted for such a kind of surveys that the optimal shape is a square with dimensions 500×500 m or 1×1 km where the second one is preferably used in surveys for bigger regions. Too small PPO would cause increase of differences of CAI values between adjacent PPO,
whereas extension of PPO to bigger areas will be counterproductive: differences between adjacent test areas will be flattened and CAI values for areas standing out of the background but with a small territory will be generalized. Spatial dependencies of basic evaluation fields as well as objects of land coverage collected in BDOT10k database together with the background of classified value of CAI parameter were presented in Figure 3. Every PPO also contains borders of individual categories of land coverage.

Colour scheme of CAI parameter (Fig. 3) was chosen as follows:
- tones of green – PPO with predomination of natural areas,
- tones of yellow – balance,
- tones of red – PPO with predomination of anthropogenic areas.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Spatial distribution of CAI parameter which can also be called areas anthropogenisation is interesting in itself. Considerable diversity for Małopolska’s southern part can be observed, whereas the strongly anthropogenized areas create a uniform territory in the north of the province. Detailed spatial distribution is presented in Figure 4.

Nevertheless, such parameters as CAI that stand for the degree of land transformation by human could serve to verify solutions with multi-criteria character from the range of environment protection, spatial planning and identification of problem areas. Variability of land coverage classes and also types of usage are significant factors with share of which the surrounding landscape is formed and changes that are most often caused by anthropogenic activity can affect whole ecosystems [Wężyk et al. 2013]. Verifying ecological corridors course established by GDOŚ and the main function of areas through which they run such as anthropogenisation level expressed by CAI parameter values can be such example. Imposition of CAI layers and ecological corridors in Małopolska province is presented by Figure 5.

Identification of areas from two extreme CAI ranges with the area occupied by the ecological corridor was important for the above analysis. In

Figure 3. The PPO and the BDOT10k land coverage objects spatial distribution
Figure 4. The CAI spatial distribution for the Małopolska province

Figure 5. Distribution of values of anthropogenic pressure functions
case of high CAI value when the area has been strongly changed and used by people, the ecological corridor does not perform its function or realizes it insufficiently. It can cause exposure of natural human biocenosis to risks posed by men. Conversely, when CAI values are low – the area is especially valuable in terms of ecology as there was no human interference. Such lands should be particularly protected. However, surveys of such type need detailed analysis of human interference character and anthropogenic pressure on selected areas.

CONCLUSIONS

Changes of land coverage result from influence of both anthropogenic factors connected with human activity and natural ones on the environment. Land coverage described as physical state of land surface related to anthropopression is significantly connected with the way of its usage. Diverse ways of land coverage changes modelling can be found in literature where land coverage is mainly considered from the angle of four aspects: spatial, temporal, quantitative and analytical. By our anthropogenic activity, men constantly affect the environment being a witness of its transformations. Surrounding landscape becomes more and more heterogeneous which is confirmed by Szostak and Nowicka [2013].

With current tendencies in view, it is more and more important to research progressive changes of land coverage and usage. It should also be noticed that elaborations which concern modelling of land coverage changes or the coverage analyses only are not made in a complex way that includes region’s level in its range. Particular attention should be put to these studies which join advanced statistical methods with GIS techniques as this combination gives possibility to obtain complex and completely „spatial” models that take chosen factors into account. Modern research techniques which use geo-informational systems become more important [Kozak 2003, Hladnik 2005, Jobin et al. 2003, Wężyk et al. 2013]. Thanks to them, it is possible to create maps and make them current as well as to perform comparative analyses both for individual areas and one research area over the years [Szostak, Nowicka 2013]. Increase of data that concern land coverage affected development of methods and analytical tools from that range which was confirmed by Kozak et al. [2014] in their surveys.

Used modification of the method of CAI anthropogenic pressure calculation provides a good way of spatial valorization of areas which are characterised by accurate spatial determining of the calculated parameter.

Using regulated size of the field of basic estimation, PPO enables proper calibration and accuracy of the tested elements’ dynamics.

Using GIS spatial tools that have features of interoperability in spatial data access, processing and generation to such a kind of analyses creates opportunities to develop semi-automatic ways of assessment of environmental conditions in tested areas and permits constant development of usages, as in the case of problematic areas identification for ecological corridors.
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